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The Star Trek Guide
1967

standard issue for all starfleet officers this vital tool for space survival covers everything from
space suit leaks and hotwiring a tri corder to hostile alien encounters paying particular
attention to the importance of initiative in situations where available technology is
malfunctioning the survival guide is broadly divided into the following sections understanding
alien technology dealing with alien wildlife modifying federation technology and encountering
temporal anomalies there is information on essential federation emergency equipment and
various extreme escape and survival scenarios are accompanied by actual accounts by
legendary starfleet heroes of their own dramatic improvisations the whole is illustrated
throughout with explanatory black white line art illustrations easy to follow in a crisis
especially valuable when a reader is stranded on a downed shuttlecraft with only a com badge
and a self sealing stem bolt

The Starfleet Survival Guide
2012-09-18

as we look around the world of today always seemingly on the brink of calamity star trek
continues to insist that creatures of all shapes colors and beliefs can work together toward
something greater across its many iterations star trek always offers tantalizing glimpses of our
possible future and year by year decade by decade series by series and movie by movie that
future draws ever closer

Entertainment Weekly The Ultimate Guide to Star Trek
2021-08-20

in the future a heroic captain and his crew explore the galaxy in a really fast spacecraft the
crew s standing orders are to explore strange new worlds to seek out new life and new
civilizations to boldly go where no man has gone before simple straightforward that s star trek
so what s all the fuss why do news crews always seem to find someone somewhere dressed up
in a star trek costume what could be so interesting to so many people star trek 101 is the
answer you ll learn just a little about the heroes captain kirk believes that man wasn t meant
to live in paradise the villains klingons have a thirst for conquest and the important aliens
vulcans live their lives by logic in the handy recaps for all things star trek you ll discover that
the television shows and movies run the gamut from action adventure to comedy just want to
sample the ten essential episodes are offered for your consideration star trek 101 is a quick
primer of the television shows and movies that carry the star trek name

Star Trek 101: A Practical Guide to Who, What, Where,
and Why
2008-09-23



この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能
が使用できません スター トレックの映画やテレビシリーズの魅力がたっぷり詰まった一冊 スター トレック の舞台となった宇宙を さまざまなシーンとからめながら解説しま
す テレビ 映画を楽しみながら 星や銀河 宇宙船など宇宙の知識も深められる 画期的な1冊です 編集者から この本は 米国のナショナル ジオグラフィックが制作した書籍
star trek the official guide to our universe の日本語版です 原書の制作にあたっては スター トレック の映画やテレビを制作しているcbs
パラマウントが深く関わりました それもあって 50年間の名シーンや 宇宙船 異星人 各種ガジェットなどの画像がふんだんに盛り込まれています ファンにはたまらない内容
でしょう さらに スター トレックの舞台となる宇宙のリアルな姿を 実際の天文学の観点から解説するページもあり とても重厚な内容に仕上がっていると思います 日本語版を
編集するにあたっては 現役のファンクラブおよび気鋭の天文学者の方に監修していただきました ナショナル ジオグラフィックとスター トレックのコラボ商品を ぜひお楽しみ
いただきたく思います o n

スター・トレック オフィシャル宇宙ガイド
2016-09-20

the aaa travel guide of the 25th century this companion to the successful star trek federation
passport insures that readers won t miss the hottest spots in the known universe featuring
artwork created for the shows and the inside scoop on the many unique worlds throughout the
federation the guide also includes essential phrases necessary for interstellar travel

Star Trek Guide
1976-06

mr scott s guide to the enterprise is the most accurate in depth look at the u s s enterprise ncc
1701a available the enterprise is thoroughly examined deck by deck in full fascinating detail
by using dozens of blueprints sketches and photographs the inner workings of a starship are
revealed

THE STAR TREK ENCYCLOPEDIA
2017

the characters of the star trek television programs and movies go boldly among the stars but
how much of what they tell us is accurate fazekas compares the federation s technology with
our own and provides scientifically accurate accounts of the realms and star charts that the
enterprise uses to explore the solar system nebulae and more

Entertainment Weekly the Ultimate Guide to Stephen
King
1997

one kid s continuing mission catalog all alien life from star trek the next generation these are
the voyages of joshua chapman in 1990 at 11 years old he wrote a field guide to the alien
races of star trek the next generation for school he continued the project through his awkward
teen years and into reluctant adulthood boldly go from season to season and learn about
acamarians to zibalians explore strange new feelings like joshua s obsession with data and
joshua s angst toward his mother who s more terrifying than a yridian s face engage with



humanity at its weirdest one of my favorite artistic discoveries of the last few years in any
medium it s funny touching wholly convincing and even profound the kind of book you ll want
to give to every misfit adolescent you now know or once did which is to say everyone who was
ever worth knowing kevin brockmeier o henry prize winning author of things that fall from the
sky

Star Trek Federation Travel Guide
1987

covers the three television series and the first six films

Mr. Scott's Guide to the Enterprise
2016

the first and only guide to the beloved and star studded star trek the animated series the in
canon mostly continuation of the iconic star trek original series star trek was left for dead in
1969 after the cancellation of the original series tos however even though new adventures of
the enterprise and its crew were not being produced it remained in the zeitgeist due to
syndication and fan run conventions as a result star trek became more popular and led to
gene roddenberry and filmation studios continuing the enterprise s original five year mission
on saturday morning television star trek the animated series tas was a critical success airing
22 episodes over two seasons and earning the franchise its first emmy award in 1975 the show
featured the voices of almost the entire original cast including william shatner and leonard
nimoy along with tos writers dorothy fontana journey to babel david gerrold the trouble with
tribbles acclaimed science fiction author larry niven and many more this book is the first
officially dedicated to tas and provides fans with behind the scenes production documents
never before seen art and all new interviews with the people who produced the enterprise s
new animated adventures star trek the official guide to the animated series reveals the efforts
it took to translate tos into animated form includes a databank encyclopedia of new and
returning characters ships and planets as well as trivia bloopers and tas s connections to other
star trek shows

Star Trek the Official Guide to Our Universe
2017-09-14

for over 40 years star trek has made a phenomenal cultural impact now more popular than
ever j j abrams reinvented star trek movie was one of the box office hits of 2009 grossing 385
million worldwide the franchise continues to have cultural social and political resonance
around the world star trek has changed not just the way we look at space but also our own
world it gave the culture a lexicon of catchphrases from beam me up scotty to dr mccoy s
many complaints beginning i m a doctor not a much of the future technology depicted on star
trek has come to feature in everyday life from the communicator like mobile phone to
computer touch screens now taken for granted many of the world s most prominent scientists
were inspired to pursue their careers as were many writers and artists due to an early



exposure to star trek in a brief guide to star trek expert brian j robb charts the rise and rise of
the show and explores its impact our culture

A Field Guide to the Aliens of Star Trek: The Next
Generation
1994

voyage through a complete illustrated tour of the star trek tm galaxy and explore the bridge of
the u s s enterprise tm borg tm technology the dominion war the q continuum and much more
in star trek the visual dictionary featuring the celebrated as well as infamous characters aliens
starships and technology this stunning hardcover tome from dk shows the star trek universe
as you have never seen it before

The Star Trek Encyclopedia
1976

six feature films the wildly successful television spin off star trek the next generation endless
reruns videotapes conventions a line of best selling novels and william shatner s new york
times best seller star trek memories have kept the star trek spirit alive and well even 25 years
after its cancellation now this must have book for all trekkers which covers every episode of
the original series the pilot and all six movies reveals all the bloopers continuity errors plot
oversights equipment malfunctions and goof ups that discerning die hard fans love to spot but
may have missed written especially for all those who find themselves thinking hey if the
transporter is broken why don t they just use a shuttlecraft this nitpicky volume includes kirk s
toupee watch an examination of the logic of the miniskirted female crew members number of
times kirk violated the prime detective and lots of trivia questions fun facts quizzes and more
live long and nitpick

The Star Trek Guide
2019-09-03

star trek was first beamed into peoples homes in 1966 and when it went off the air three years
later it was on its way to being the most successful failure in television history along the way it
spawned nine feature films three new television series novels books video and audio tapes
records computer games merchandising tie ins fan clubs and conventions gibberman has
summarized 25 years of just about everything written about star trek including details about
the stars and guest stars and information about the making of the television series and feature
films this work lists over 1 300 english language articles about every aspect of the
phenomenon fully indexed

Star Trek
2012-04-19
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A Brief Guide to Star Trek
1978

discover vulcan s geography and customs in this illustrated travel guide that takes readers on
an extensive tour of the federation s most logical planet entertainment weekly plan your next
trip to the planet vulcan find restaurants that serve the best fried sandworms and vulcan port
take a trip to the fire plains or experience spring break at the voroth sea learn all about the
native people of spock s home planet and their unusual customs discover how to correctly
perform the traditional vulcan salutation you really don t want to get this wrong learn key
vulcan phrases such as nam tor puyan tvi shal wilat where is your restroom find out what to do
if you suddenly find yourself host to a katra a vulcan s living spirit at an inconvenient moment
all this and more can be found within the pages of this essential travel guide to one of the
most popular and logical destinations in the known universe noted star trek novelist dayton
ward wrote star trek a travel guide to vulcan and the book hilariously refuses to break
character even when it describes the way that visitors to this world might be drawn into a
conflict over a vulcan arranged marriage nerdist

The Star Trek Guide
2013

fantasirollespil

Star Trek, the Visual Dictionary
2010-03-31

in 1995 almost 30 years after the premier of the original star trek r paramount pictures aired a
new star trek series star trek voyager r was the flagship of its new network upn and the first
star trek created without the input and guidance of the franchise s creator gene roddenbery in
the trekker s guide to voyager you ll learn what goes on both behind and in front of the
camera in the words of the people closest to the events nowhere else will you find detailed
biographies of the actors and production crew complete character profiles and in depth specs
on every alien in the delta quadrant learn exactly why genevieve bujold quit the role of captain
janeway just 2 days after she began work on the show discover why voyager is the fourth
series including generations in which tim russ appears and just how far away is the delta
quadrant anyway it s all here and nowhere else plus the trekker s guide to voyager features a
special guide to the first two seasons of the show along with a discussion of the oversights
inaccuracies and outright blunders that mysteriously appear from time to time everything from
confused camera angles to disappearing shoes to plot holes through which you could pilot a
starship is covered in this comprehensive guide totally uncensored utterly fascinating and
intricately detailed this book is the ultimate guide to star trek voyager about the author hal
schuster is the author of numerous unauthorized star trek books and the former editor and
publisher of enterprise incidents and comics feature magazines he lives in berkeley california



and bangkok thailand this book was not approved prepared licensed or endorsed by any entity
involved in creating or producing the star trek television series or films

The Nitpicker's Guide for Classic Trekkers
1991

star trek and its progeny star trek the next generation and star trek deep space nine
constitute a popular science fiction television phenomenon the next generation was number
one in the us syndicated tv ratings almost every week and star trek book regularly feature
among the top ten science fiction best sellers

Star Trek
2002

in unabashed celebration of captain james t kirk s singular fighting skills star trek kirk fu
manual is every starfleet cadet s must have training guide for surviving the final frontier as
captain of the legendary u s s enterprise james t kirk engaged in his share of fisticuffs besting
opponents with a slick combination of moves and guile that remains unmatched is there
anyone you d rather have watching your back as you take on klingons alien gladiators
genetically engineered supermen and even the occasional giant walking reptile kirk fu is a
series of unarmed combat techniques developed by one of starfleet s most celebrated starship
captains over several years of encounters with alien species on any number of strange new
worlds a blend of various fighting styles kirk fu incorporates elements of several earth based
martial arts forms as well as cruder methods employed in bars and back alleys on planets
throughout the galaxy it is as unorthodox in practice as it is unbelievable to behold including
excerpts from kirk s own notes and personal logs the star trek kirk fu manual is the perfect
training guide for surviving the depths of space with proper training and practice every
starfleet cadet can become one with kirk fu

Star Trek Roleplaying Game Player's Guide
2017-10-03

set in the star trek universe this hidden universe travel guide explores all that vulcan spock s
home planet has to offer in an interactive guidebook plan your next trip to the planet vulcan
find restaurants that serve the best fried sandworms and vulcan port take a trip to the fire
plains or experience spring break at the voroth sea learn all about the native vulcan people
and their unusual customs discover how to correctly perform the traditional vulcan salutation
you really don t want to get this wrong learn key vulcan phrases such as nam tor puyan tvi
shal wilat where is your restroom find out what to do if you suddenly find yourself host to a
katra a vulcan s living spirit at an inconvenient moment all this and more can be found within
the pages of this essential travel guide to one of the most popular and logical destinations in
the known universe this hidden universe travel guide draws on 50 years of star trek tv shows
films and novels to present a comprehensive guide to spock s iconic home world modeled after
real world travel guides the book will explore every significant region on vulcan with



fascinating historical geographical and cultural insights that bring the planet to life like never
before also featuring a dynamic mixture of classic star trek imagery and original illustrations
created exclusively for the book hidden universe travel guide star trek vulcan is the perfect
way to celebrate 50 years of star trek and will thrill pop culture fans and hardcore star trek
fans alike

Star Trek: Vulcan
2002

includes descriptions of various worlds including bajor vulcan ferenginar risa romulus the
klingon homeworld betazed and cardassia and travel advisories about the borg the tholians
and the jem hadar

Star Trek Roleplaying Game Narrator's Guide
1996

most trek books revel in trivia that would puzzle spock himself how can a latecomer to star
trek ever catch up here in a funny and easy to read format is everything that those unfamiliar
with the star trek universe need to know to be brought up to warp speed with their significant
trekking other coping with your trekker discusses the history of star trek important episodes
from all the different series weird aliens and memorable characters as well as the movies the
technology plus really cool things to say to impress a trekker how to survive a star trek
convention and more after each chapter a quiz helps readers hone their knowledge a handy
trek to english dictionary makes sense of it all for new fans and reluctant mates this book will
make the viewing of yet another star trek rerun arm in arm with a pointy eared loved one a
happy experience

The Trekker's Guide to Voyager
1995

a fully illustrated guide that bridges the nexus between stasis and health star trek body by
starfleet provides real practical and fun exercises for star trek fans of all ages and physical
abilities so that they may boldly live long and prosper drawing from the most celebrated and
iconic elements of over 50 years of star trek body by starfleet will provide any pop culture or
junk food junkie a fun and healthy way to engage their warp core and get moving whether you
view the gym as an impenetrable final frontier or regularly bench press boulders like a gorn
these simple easy to follow instructions created in consultation with a certified fitness trainer is
for readers of all ages and fitness levels to navigate through a series of enterprising exercises
everyone from an ensign in the command training program to an admiral who s voyaged
through every quadrant will benefit from the more than 30 exercises featuring klingon tribble
twists chekov s cossack squats jefferies tube climbers and wesley crunchers all of the
exercises in body by starfleet are designed for standard gravity so they can be performed with
little to no equipment everywhere from living rooms to gyms to holodecks also included is a
section covering nutrition so readers can program their replicators to eat better and cleaner a



workout log for recording activities and progress and special exercises aimed toward non
humanoid species including horta and medusans

The New Trek
1997-01

loaded with successful combat missions and trading strategies this work highlights the basics
of the game and shows how to customize your deck for maximum results

STAR TREK Guide.
2020-03-03

this exclusive guide to the new star trek game prepares players for battle by providing
complete enemy and weapons profiles trekies receive combat tactics for fighting in and
against various space crafts in addition to detailed walkthroughs of the 20 missions and tips
and strategies for multiplayer gaming color interior

Star Trek: Kirk Fu Manual
2016-07-19

bradygames star trek armada ii official strategy guide provides a complete walkthrough of the
game with detailed mission objectives combat and tactical strategies including strengths and
weaknesses of the three races are also provided resource management strategies to help
players gain a competitive edge single player and multi player coverage to ensure victory in
the galaxy

Hidden Universe Travel Guides: Star Trek
1996

when star trek discovery arrived on screens in 2017 it signaled the start of a new golden age
for star trek go behind the scenes in this collector s edition with the cast and crew of the uss
discovery as they navigate a klingon conflict a mysterious angel and go further in time than
any man has gone before featuring interviews with stars sonequa martin green burnham doug
jones saru michelle yeoh georgiou jason isaacs lorca anson mount pike ethan peck spock
anthony rapp stamets wilson cruz culber mary wiseman tilly and many more also including on
set reports interviews with key creatives explorations of make up and prosthetics and features
exploring discovery s place in the star trek canon

Star Trek Federation Passport
1995

pithy sayings and proverbs uttered by klingon characters in the various star trek television



series and spin off movies illustrated with stills from the programs

Star Trek Concordance
2019-12-03

explore the homeworld and vast dominion of star trek s most formidable race the klingons in
this thrilling travel guide nuqneh bored of standard vacations to places like risa or wrigley s
pleasure planet want to discover a unique and ancient culture not bound by standard niceties
and social mores then qo nos and the vast klingon empire are for you this one of a kind travel
guide will give you all the information you need to plan enjoy and survive your trip to the very
heart of klingon territory from an overview of klingon history to tips on what to wear fur and
leather are very popular to a glossary of important phrases like mami daneh a nitebha mami
daneh a would you like to dance with me every major location in the klingon empire is covered
in depth with tips on where to eat you ve not lived until you ve eaten klingon skull stew how
best to get to and from your chosen destination and what to do if you find yourself challenged
to a bat leth battle to the death locations include the homeworld qo nos and its famous locales
such as the first city the caves of no mat the hamar mountains and the city of krennla plus
neighboring moons corvix and praxis and many many more must see areas the book also
features exclusive maps and illustrations that bring to life the klingon empire and form the
perfect reference guide for any visitor so what are you waiting for qapla tm 2016 cbs studios
inc star trek and related marks and logos are trademarks of cbs studios inc all rights reserved

Star Trek: Body by Starfleet
1995

star trek is the most well known science fiction property ever created now with this game
players will experience action adventure in the first person this official stragegy guide helps
players plot their own course through ship to ship combat and away missions in this bold new
adventure into the unknown

Official Pocket Player's Guide to Star Trek
2000

six seasons of bloopers flubs technical screw ups and picayune plot discrepancies for
discriminating fans of star trek the next generation stardate 41153 7 46999 9 starship
enterprise registry ncc 1701d we re watching you is there a control panel inside the turbo lift
no except in the episode brothers do or don t personnel have to tap their badge to access their
communicator only when the writers feel like it yes we re fans but we re not unobservant some
of us even have vulcanlike logic author phil farrand figures that even if you love somebody you
can tell them about that dab of mustard on their upper lip so here s a compendium for
trekkers who are unafraid of pointing the finger at oversights and who know it s great fun to
find the sloppy mistakes or cost cutting cheating in a show that takes itself very seriously so
get your vcr ready and your mind set for hours of enjoyment and mental stimulation with plot
oversights production problems changed premises equipment oddities trivia questions fun



facts covers every show for the first six seasons of star trek the next generation and more

Star Trek Invasion Official Strategy Guide
2001

Star Trek
2020-06-30

Star Trek Discovery: Guide to Seasons 1 and 2
Collector's Edition Book
1996

Star Trek--the Klingon Way
2017-07-11

Hidden Universe Travel Guides: Star Trek
2017-07

Hidden Universe Travel Guide
1997-05

Star Trek Generations
1993-10-02

The Nitpicker's Guide for Next Generation Trekkers
Volume 1
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